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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn this paper, we will follow Roman 1 and investigate the characteristic
conditions of the operators t and s and establish some new results ofc y
invariant operators, basic sequences, and expansion theorem.
w xFor the sake of simplicity, we use the same notions and notations as 1 .
w xRoman 1 gave the characteristic conditions of the operator t : Let t bec
a linear operator on polynomials. Then t s t for some admissible se-c
quence c if and only if
t x n / 0 for all n ) 0
and
ts s ys t 1.1Ž .y y
for all constants y.
1 This work is supported by Zhejiang Provincial Natural Science Foundation of China.
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w xRoman 1 established the characteristic condition of basic sequences for
Ž .t , d, Lc
n dn k² :p xy s p x y L ‹ p xy n s 0, 1, . . . 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn k nykd dk nykks0
for all x and constants y.
Ž .In Section 2, we will point out that condition 1.1 for all constants y can
be weakened as there exist a constant y which is not equal to 0 and a root0
Ž .of unity such that 1.1 holds.
Ž . Ž .We will also weaken condition 1.2 and prove that if 1.2 holds for one
constant y satisfying that y is not equal to 0 and for a root of unity then0 0
Ž . Ž .p x is basic for t , d, L .n c
In Section 3 we will investigate invariant operators. We will prove that if
Žan operator t can commute with one of the operators s a is not equal toa
.0 and a root of unity , i.e.,
ts s s t ,a a
then t is an invariant operator. We also point out that the set of all
invariant operators is a ring which is an algebra isomorphism with the ring
of sequences of constants.
In Section 4, we will establish a reverse result of the expansion theorem.
2. BASIC RESULTS
The following theorem considerably weakens the conditions of Theorem
w x2.4 of 1 .
THEOREM 2.1. Let t be a linear operator on polynomials. Then t s t forc
some admissible sequence c if and only if there exist a constant y which is not0
equal to 0 and a root of unity such that
t x n / 0 for all n ) 0
and
ts s y s t .y 0 y0 0
w xProof. According to Theorem 2.4 of 1 we only need to prove the ‘‘if’’
part. Set
t x n s s x ,Ž .m
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Ž .where s x is a polynomial of degree F m. It is easy to prove thatm
deg s x F n y 1. 4Ž .m
Hence we can set
t x n s s x ,Ž .n
Ž .where s x is a polynomial of degree F n. And if n G 1,n
s xy s y ny1s x . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 0 n
Assume that
s x s a x n q a x ny1 q ??? qa x q a . 2.2Ž . Ž .n n ny1 1 0
Ž . Ž . k Ž .Then from 2.1 and 2.2 , comparing the coefficients of x k s 0, 1, . . . , n ,
we obtain
a s 0 k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 2, n .Ž .k
Then we have
s x s a x ny1 s s 1 x ny1 n G 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .n ny1 n
Hence
t x n s s 1 x ny1 n G 1 .Ž . Ž .n
Since
t 1 s ts 1 s y s t 1 s y t 1,y 0 y 00 0
we have
t 1 s s x s 0. 2.3Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž .Since s 1 s a / 0 n G 1 , we may setn ny1
c s c s 1 ??? s 1 c / 0; n s 0, 1, . . . .Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 1 n 0
Then
cnn ny1 ny1 nt x s s 1 x s x s t x n s 1, 2, . . . . 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .n ccny1
Ž . Ž .Therefore, from 2.3 and 2.4 it follows that
t s t .c
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Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Let p x be a polynomial sequence. Then p x is basicn n
Ž .for t , d, L for some admissible sequence c if and only if there exist ac
constant y which is not equal to 0 and a root of unity such that0
n dn k² :p xy s p x y L ‹ p xy n s 0, 1, . . . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn 0 k 0 nyk 0d dk nykks0
hold for all x.
w xProof. In view of Theorem 2.5 of 1 , we only need to prove the ‘‘if’’
Ž . w xpart. Now, assume 2.5 is true. Using the proof of 1, Theorem 2.5 , but
w xapplying our Theorem 2.1 instead of Theorem 2.4 of 1 , we can prove
L s t for some admissible cc
and
dn
t p x s p x .Ž . Ž .c n ny1dny1
Ž . Ž .Since p x is a polynomial sequence, from 2.5 it follows thatn
² : ² :L ‹ p xy s L ‹ p x / 0.Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž .Applying the functional L to the two sides of 2.5 gives
n dn k² : ² : ² :L ‹ p xy s L ‹ p x y L ‹ p xyŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýn 0 k 0 nyk 0d dk nykks0
n s 0, 1, . . . .Ž .
Setting n s 0 in the above gives
1
² : ² :² :L ‹ p xy s L ‹ p x L ‹ p xy ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0d0
from which it follows that
² :L ‹ p x s d .Ž .0 0
Similarly, setting n s 1, we get
² :L ‹ p x s 0.Ž .1
By induction, we can easily deduce
² :L ‹ p x s 0 n s 1, 2, . . . .Ž . Ž .n
Ž . Ž .This shows that p x is basic for t , d, L .n c
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² Ž .: Ž .Denote by e the evaluation functional at x s 1, i.e., e ‹ p x s p 11 1
Ž .for every polynomial p x .
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.2.1. A polynomial sequence p x is basic for t , d, e ifn c 1
and only if there exist a constant y which is not equal to 0 and a root of unity0
such that
n dn kp xy s p x y p y n s 0, 1, . . . .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn 0 k 0 nyk 0d dk nykks0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let p x be a basic sequence for t , d, L . If a polynomial sequence s xn c n
satisfies
n dn k² :s xy s s x y L ‹ p xy n s 0, 1, . . . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn k nykd dk nykks0
Ž . Ž .for all x and y, then we say s x is an associated sequence for t , d, L .n c
Ž .On the associated sequence s x , we have the following theorem, then
proof of which is omitted.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Let p x be the basic sequence for t , d, L , then s x isn c n
Ž .an associated sequence for t , d, L if and only if there exists an in¤ertiblec
in¤ariant operator T such that
Tp x s s x n s 0, 1, . . . . 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
3. ON THE INVARIANT OPERATORS
The following theorem establishes a characteristic condition of an
invariant operator t .
THEOREM 3.1. A linear operator t is in¤ariant if and only if there exist a
constant y which is not equal to 0 and a root of unity such that0
ts s s t .y y0 0
Proof. Obviously, we only need to prove the ‘‘if’’ part.
n Ž .Assume y / 0 and y is not a root of unity. Set t x s s x , a0 0 m
polynomial of degree F m. Then we have
s y x s s s x s s t x nŽ . Ž .m 0 y m y0 0
s ts x n s y nt x n s y ns x .Ž .y 0 0 m0
Let
s x s a x m q a x my 1 q ??? qa x q a .Ž .m m my1 1 0
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It is easy to obtain
a s 0 i s 0, 1, . . . , m; i / n .Ž .i
Hence
t x n s s x s a x n s s 1 x n .Ž . Ž .n n n
Therefore, for any constant y
s t x n s s s 1 x n s s 1 s x n s y ns 1 x nŽ . Ž . Ž .y y n n y n
s y nt x n s t y n x n s ts x n n s 0, 1, . . . .Ž . Ž .y
By linearity, we have for any constant y,
s t s ts .y y
 4Let C be the set of all sequences of constants. Let C s c , c , c , . . .0 1 2
 4g C , D s d , d , d , . . . g C. Define the sum and product of C and D by0 1 2
 4C q D s c q d , c q d , c q d , . . .0 0 1 1 2 2
and
 4CD s c d , c d , c d , . . . .0 0 1 1 2 2
Define the zero element 0, identity element I, and negative element yC as
 4  40 s 0, 0, . . . , I s 1, 1, . . . ,
and
 4yC s yc , yc , yc , . . . ,0 1 2
respectively.
Ž .If c / 0 i s 0, 1, . . . , define its reverse elementi
Cy1 s cy1 , cy1 , cy1 , . . . . 40 1 2
From the above it is clear that the set C is a ring.
Denote by T the set of all invariant operators. From Theorem 3.1 we
can deduce
THEOREM 3.2. The set T of all in¤ariant operators is a ring. And the
mapping
 4f : t g T ‹ A s a , a , . . . ,0 1
n n Ž .where t satisfies t x s a x n s 0, 1, . . . , is an algebra isomorphism fromn
the ring T onto the ring C of all sequences of constants.
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4. ON THE REVERSE RESULT OF THE
EXPANSION THEOREM
Let L be a linear operator on polynomials. If L satisfies the conditions
Ž . Ž .i for every polynomial p x of degree n exactlyn
deg Lp x F n y 1, 4Ž .n
Ž .ii L1 s 0,
then we say the operator L has the property of decreasing degree, denoted
Ž . Ž w x.by L g D see 6 .
w xRoman 1 established the following expansion theorem and its corol-
lary:
Ž .THEOREM R. Let t be in¤ariant and suppose that p x is basic forn
Ž .t , d,L . Thenc
‘ 1
k k² :t s e ‹ t p x x Lt ,Ž .Ý 1 k cdkks0
where e is e¤aluation at x s 1.1
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY. If p x is basic for t , d, e thenn c 1
‘ p yŽ .k k ks s x t .Ýy cdkks0
In the following, we will establish a partial reverse result of the expan-
sion theorem of the invariant operator s .y
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Let L g D . If for all y the operator s can be expressedy
by a formal power series on the operator L,
‘ a yŽ .k ks s b x L , 4.1Ž . Ž .Ýy kdkks0
Ž . Ž . Ž .where a y , b x k s 0, 1, . . . are sequences of functions on ¤ariables yk k
Ž .and x with b 1 s 1, then we ha¤ek
Ž . Ž . k Ž .i b x s x and a y are polynomials of degree k on ¤ariable y.k k
Ž .ii L s t for some c.c
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii a y is basic for t , d, e .k c 1
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we need some lemmas.
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.1.1. Let p x be basic for t , d, e . If there exists a constantn c 1
y and a sequence a of constants satisfying0 k
n dn kp xy s a x p x n s 0, 1, . . . , 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn 0 k nykd dk nykks0
then
a s p y k s 0, 1, . . . . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .k k 0
Ž . ² Ž .: Ž .Proof. Since p x s e ‹ p x s d , then p x / 0. Setting n s 00 1 0 0 0
Ž .in 4.2 yields
a s d s p y .Ž .0 0 0 0
Now assume
a s p y k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 .Ž . Ž .k k 0
Ž .Then from 4.2 we have
ny1 d an nk np xy s p y x p x q x p x . 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn 0 k 0 nyk 0d d dk nyk 0ks0
w xOn the other hand, applying Theorem 2.5 of 1 yields
n dn kp xy s p y x p x . 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn 0 k 0 nykd dk nykks0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Comparing 4.4 and 4.5 yields 4.3 for k s n.
From the above lemma it is easy to obtain
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.1.2. Let p x be basic for t , d, e . If a polynomial sequencen c 1
Ž .a x satisfiesk
n dn kp xy s a y x p x n s 0, 1, . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn k nykd dk nykks0
then
a y s p y k s 0, 1, . . . .Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
Ž .Proof of Theorem 4.1. First, we prove a y is a polynomial of degree kk
Ž .on variable y. Applying the two sides of 4.1 to 1 yields
a yŽ .0
1 s s 1 s b xŽ .y 0d0
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from which it follows that
a y s d / 0, b x s 1.Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž .Now applying the two sides of 4.1 to x, we have
a y a y a yŽ . Ž . Ž .0 1 1
xy s s x s b x x q b x Lx s x q b x Lx.Ž . Ž . Ž .y 0 1 1d d d0 1 1
From the above, we obtain Lx s const./ 0 and
a y b x Lx ’ d x y y 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
Ž .Hence, observing b 1 s 1, we must havek
b x s x 4.6Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž .and a y is a polynomial of degree 1 on variable y. Assume a y1 k
Ž .k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 are polynomials of degree k on variable y; then from
Ž .4.1
ny1 a y a yŽ . Ž .k nn k n n nxy s b x L x q b x L x . 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k nd dk nks0
Observing that
ny1 a yŽ .k k nb x L xŽ .Ý kdkks0
is a polynomial of degree n y 1 on variable y, and comparing the coeffi-
n Ž . Ž .cient of y on the two sides of 4.7 , we obtain a y is polynomial ofn
Ž .degree n. From 4.7 we also obtain
Lx n / 0 n s 1, 2, . . . . 4.8Ž . Ž .
Now we turn to prove
Ls s as L for all a. 4.9Ž .a a
Since s s s s s ,y a a y
ny1 a y a yŽ . Ž .k nn k n n ns s x s b x L s x q b x L s xŽ . Ž .Ýy a k a n ad dk nks0
n a yŽ .kn k ns s s x s s b x L x .Ž .Ýa y a kdkks0
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Comparing the coefficient of y n yields
b x Lns x n s s b x Ln x n .Ž . Ž .n a a n
Therefore, we have
ny1 ny1a y a yŽ . Ž .k kk n k nb x L s x s s b x L x .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk a a kd dk kks0 ks0
Using a similar method, we obtain
b x Ls x n s s b x Lx n .Ž . Ž .1 a a 1
Ž .Observing that 4.6 , we have for all a
xLs x n s axs Lx n n s 0, 1, . . . .Ž .a a
Ž . Ž . Ž .From the above, 4.9 follows. From 4.8 and 4.9 , using Theorem 2.1, we
have for some admissible sequence c
L s t .c
Then
‘ a yŽ .k ks s b x t . 4.10Ž . Ž .Ýy k cdkks0
Ž . k Ž .Now, by induction, it is easy to prove b x s x k s 0, 1, . . . . And wek
Ž .can rewrite 4.10 as
‘ a yŽ .k k ks s x t . 4.11Ž .Ýy cdkks0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now assume p x is basic for t , d, e . From 4.11 , we haven c 1
n dn kp xy s a y x p x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn k nykd dk nykks0
Applying Lemma 2.4.2 yields
a y s p y k s 0, 1, . . . , n .Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
As an application of Theorem 4.1, we have
w x Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 4.1.1 1 . A polynomial sequence p x is basic for t , d, en c 1
for some c if
n dn kp xy s p y x p x n s 0, 1, . . . 4.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn k nykd dk nykks0
hold for all x and y.
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5. OPEN PROBLEM
If we observe the theory of basic sequences or polynomial sequences of
w xbinomial type and Sheffer sequences in 2]5 , the theorems on basic
Ž .sequences and associated sequences for t , d, L relative to invariantc
operators are almost parallel to those of basic sequences and Sheffer
sequences for a delta operator Q relative to shift-invariant operators.
w xIn 6 , we established the following reverse result of the expansion
y0 Ž .theorem on shift operator E y / 0 .0
w x Ž . y0THEOREM S 6 . Suppose L g D and y / 0. If a shift operator E can0
be expressed by a formal power series on a linear operator L,
aky k0E s L ,Ý k!kG0
Ž .where a k s 0, 1, . . . is a sequence of constants, then L is a delta operatork
Ž .with a basic set p x andn
a s p y .Ž .k k 0
ŽNow we propose an open problem. If for one y s y y / 0 and y not0 0 0
. Ž .a root of unity 4.1 holds, which assertions can we deduce? In detail, we
state the problem as follows:
Ž . ŽProblem. Let L g D . If the operator s y / 0 and y is not a rooty 0 00
.of unity can be expressed by a formal power series on the operator L,
‘ ak k ks s x L ,Ýy0 dkks0
Ž .where a k s 0, 1, . . . is a sequence of constants, thenk
Ž .i L s t for some c.c
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii a s p y k s 0, 1, . . . , where p x is basic for t , d, e .k k 0 k c 1
The author guesses that this problem is positive.
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